The bin packing problem has been extensively studied and numerous variants have been considered. The k-item bin packing problem is one of the variants introduced by Krause et al. in Journal of the ACM 22(4). In addition to the formulation of the classical bin packing problem, this problem imposes a cardinality constraint that the number of items packed into each bin must be at most k. For the online setting of this problem, i.e., the items are given one by one, Babel et al. provided lower bounds √ 2 ≈ 1.41421 and 1.5 on the asymptotic competitive ratio for k = 2 and 3, respectively, in Discrete Applied Mathematics 143(1-3). For k ≥ 4, some lower bounds (e.g., by van Vliet in Information Processing Letters 43 (5)) for the online bin packing problem, i.e., a problem without cardinality constraints, can be applied to this problem.
Introduction
The bin packing problem is a classical problem in the field of computer science, which has been most extensively studied. This problem is defined as follows. We are given a sequence of items, each of which has a size in (0, 1], as an input, and an infinite number of bins. Each item has to be packed into one of the bins, and the sum of sizes of items packed into each bin has to be at most one. A bin that contains at least one item is said to be non-empty. The goal of this problem is to minimize the number of non-empty bins.
The bin packing problem has been studied also in the online setting: The items are given one by one, and each item has to be packed before the next one is given. This problem is quite important in both theoretical and applied aspects, and much work has been done on this problem (e.g. [RBLL89, vV92, Sei02, BBG12] ). Online algorithms are usually evaluated using competitive analysis [BE98, ST85] . For any sequence σ of items, and any algorithm ALG, let C ALG (σ) denote the number of ALG's non-empty bins for σ. Let OP T be an optimal offline algorithm. Then, for any online algorithm ON , define R ON = lim sup n→∞ sup σ {C ON (σ)/C OP T (σ) | C OP T (σ) = n}, which we call the asymptotic competitive ratio (also known as the asymptotic performance ratio) of ON .
A constraint that the number of items packed into one bin is somehow restricted seems quite realistic in application. For example, there exists the minimum size of files used by a computer, and the number of files stored on the computer is thus bounded. In light of this situation, Krause et al. [KSS75, KSS77] introduced the k-item bin packing problem, in which the cardinality constraint that each bin can contain at most k items is imposed. (They defined [BBG12] 1.58889 [Sei02] this problem as a scheduling problem.) This problem has been well studied in both the offline and online settings.
Previous Results and Our Results. In the online k-item bin packing problem, in which items are given in an online manner and the number of items in a bin has to be at most k, Babel et al. [BCKK04] showed that for k = 2, the asymptotic competitive ratio of any online algorithm is at least √ 2 ≈ 1.41421. Also, they presented a lower bound of 1.5 when k = 3 using the method by Yao [Yao80] . Moreover, for larger k, various lower bounds by van Vliet [vV92] , Yao [Yao80] , and Balogh et al. [BBG12] for the online bin packing problem, i.e., a problem without cardinality constraints, can be applied to the online k-item bin packing problem. We mention that the lower bounds for k = 4 and 5 are straightforwardly given by manipulating the method in [vV92] . (See Table 1.) In this paper, we consider the online k-item bin packing problem. First, we show that the asymptotic competitive ratio of any algorithm is at least r ≈ 1.42764 for k = 2, where r is the root of the equation 2r 3 − 17r 2 + 30r − 14 = 0 between 4 3 and 3 2 , which improves the previous lower bound. Second, we extend the method to obtain lower bounds for the online bin packing problem by van Vliet [vV92] and get various improved lower bounds for various cases of k ≥ 4. For example, we improve 1.33333 to 1.5 for k = 4, and 1.33333 to 1.47058 for k = 5. (See Table 1, and Table 2 in Section 3.) Related Results. In the online k-item bin packing problem, Krause et al. [KSS75, KSS77] showed that for any k, the asymptotic competitive ratio of the most basic algorithm FirstFit is at most 2.7 − 12/5k. Babel et al. [BCKK04] established an algorithm whose asymptotic competitive ratio is at most 2 for any k. Moreover, Babel et al. [BCKK04] and Epstein [Eps06] designed algorithms for small k. These results are also presented in Table 1 . In addition, Epstein [Eps06] established a bounded space algorithm. She showed that its asymptotic competitive ratio is at most 2.69104, and is asymptotically optimal. Note that while a bounded space algorithm always has only a constant number of bins available to accept items, the other results described above, including our new results, focus on unbounded space algorithms. There are some studies [KP99, CKP03, EL10] about approximation algorithms for the k-item bin packing problem. Needless to say, the online bin packing problem (without cardinality constraints) has been much studied, and the best upper and lower bounds are 1.58889 by Seiden [Sei02] and 248/161 ≈ 1.54037 by Balogh et al. [BBG12] , respectively.
A Lower Bound for k = 2
In this section we present a lower bound of 1.42764 for k = 2. We first define an adversary, which determines the size of the next item adaptively according to the behavior of an online algorithm. The strategy of the adversary is chosen from the three strategies whose pseudocodes will be later given as Routine1, 2, and 3, respectively.
We begin by mentioning three subroutines called by Routine1, 2, and 3. See their pseudocodes Subroutine1, 2, and 3 below. Roughly speaking, each subroutine gives a sequence of items while changing the size within a specified range. The only difference between them is just the termination conditions. Let us see the details. Each subroutine is called with four parameters: an online algorithm ON and three values Min, Max, and Length with Min < Max. Each subroutine returns the current value of the internal variable tmpMin. The sizes of given items lie in (Min, Max). For ease of presentation, if an algorithm ALG is about to put an item into a bin that contains no item, we say that ALG opens the bin. The termination conditions of the three subroutines are as follows: Subroutine1 finishes when it has given Length items to ON , Subroutine2 finishes when ON has opened new Length bins, and Subroutine3 finishes when ON has created Length bins with two items.
Before giving their pseudocodes, we define the function f used in these subroutines: for any x, y ∈ (0, 1] with x < y, f (x, y) = (x + y)/2. (Indeed, f can be any function that maps x and y to a value between x and y.) Subroutine1(ON , Min, Max, Length):
Step 1. a 1 := f (Min, Max), tmpMax := Max, tmpMin := Min, and i := 1.
Step 2. Give an item b i of size a i , and do the following according to ON 's action.
Case 2.1. If ON opens a bin and puts b i into it, a i+1 := f (tmpMin, a i ) and tmpMax := a i . Case 2.2. Otherwise, a i+1 := f (a i , tmpMax) and tmpMin := a i .
Step 3. If Length = i, then return tmpMin. Otherwise, i := i + 1, and go to Step 2. Subroutine2(ON , Min, Max, Length):
Step 2. Give ON an item b i of size a i , and do the following according to ON 's action.
Case 2.1. If ON opens a bin and puts b i into it, then a i+1 := f (tmpMin, a i ) and tmpMax := a i . Case 2.2. Otherwise,
Step 3. If the number of bins that were opened by ON at Case 2.1 is Length, then return tmpMin. Otherwise, i := i + 1, and go to Step 2.
Subroutine3(ON , Min, Max, Length):
Case 2.1. If ON opens a bin and puts b i into it, then a i+1 := f (tmpMin, a i ) and tmpMax := a i .
Case 2.2. Otherwise, a i+1 := f (a i , tmpMax) and tmpMin := a i .
Step 3. If the number of bins with two items both of which are given at Step 2 is Length, then return tmpMin. Otherwise, i := i + 1, and go to Step 2.
The purpose of these subroutines is to construct a sequence that has the following property. The proof of the lemma will be provided in the full version. 
Now we are ready to describe the main routines any of which the adversary chooses as its strategy. We remark here that Routine1 outputs an equivalent sequence to one used for getting a lower bound for k = 2 in [BCKK04] . In that analysis the competitiveness of an online algorithm depends on how it packs the items that correspond to Step 1. Our analysis, in addition, examines how to deal with the items given in Step 3 and Step 4 of Routine2 and 3.
The variables t, b, s, x, y, u, z, w, and v appearing in the pseudocodes are used both for the execution of the routine and for the later analysis. "#" stands for "the number of".
Routine1(ON , Length):
Step 1. Call Subroutine1(ON , Step 2. Give ON x 2 items of size 1 − t.
Routine2(ON , Length):
Step 3. Call Subroutine2(ON , Step 4. Call Subroutine1(ON ,
Then, z := (# bins with one item given in Step 1 and one given in Step 4).
Routine3(ON , Length):
Step 3. Call Subroutine2(ON , Step 4. Call Subroutine3(ON , 1 6 , 1 − b, u), and s := (the return value). Then, z + w := (# bins with one item given in Step 1 and one given in Step 4), and v := (# bins with exactly one item given in Step 4).
Step 5. Give ON u + z + w items of size 1 − s.
For an arbitrary online algorithm ALG and a positive integer Length, let Routine1, 2, and 3 run and generate sequences of items σ 1 , σ 2 , and σ 3 , respectively. What should be remarked upon here is that σ 1 is a prefix of σ 2 and σ 2 is a prefix of σ 3 . (This verifies the consistency of the variables z(≥ 0) and w(≥ 0) set in Routine2 and 3.) Now we see what items are included in the longest sequence σ 3 . According to the values t, b, and s determined through the execution of Routine3, we classify all items into the following eight categories:
• t − -items, those which are of size in ( 
The next lemma is the heart of our analysis, which follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. The proof of Lemma 4 is omitted here.
Lemma 3.
For an arbitrary online algorithm ALG and any ε > 0, there exists a positive integer Length such that: Let Routine1, 2, and 3 run with ALG and Length as parameters, and generate sequences of items σ 1 , σ 2 , and σ 3 , respectively. Then, it follows that 
Proof. The proof is done by contradiction. Assume the lemma to be false. Then, all of the operands of the max operation in (4) can fall below r in the same time. That is to say, there exists a tuple of nonnegative integers (x, y, u, z, w, v) with x + y > 0 such that
In what follows we show that there is no such (x, y, u, z, w, v). Specifically, we derive an inequality that does not contain either x, y, or u from the inequalities (5), (6), and (7). We then claim that there do not exist z, w, and v which satisfy the derived inequality. Recall 4 3 < r < 3 2 . Noting that 3 − 2r and 2r − 1 are both positive, we have an inequality without u from (6) and (7).
(Please see that the elimination is done so that the resulting inequality sign makes sense.) Next, let us eliminate x. The coefficient of x in the above inequality 4r 2 − 16r + 15 = (2r − 5)(2r − 3) is confirmed to be positive. Together with positivity of 3r − 4, we eliminate x using (5).
The reason why y has gone is because r is a root of 2r 3 − 17r 2 + 30r − 14 = 0. 
Lower Bounds for k ≥ 4
We propose an approach for deriving a lower bound of the online k-item bin packing problem for each k ≥ 4, expanding the method of van Vliet [vV92] for the problem without a cardinality constraint. His method was to solve a linear program in which variables represent the packings by an arbitrary online algorithm given some patterns of input sequences. We illustrate how to embed a cardinality constraint into the linear program.
Some existing lower bounds for the problem without a cardinality constraint, such as [Yao80, vV92, BBG12] , can be interpreted as lower bounds for the online k-item bin packing for some ranges of k; if the possible item size is restricted to be at least s, then the problem can be seen as the online k-item bin packing for k ≥ ⌊ Table 1 in Section 1. Note that although the paper [vV92] does not provide the value of 4 3 explicitly, it is given just by slightly changing the settings of his method. In the derivation of these results, it is not assumed that an algorithm packs items so that the cardinality constraint is kept. After the reformulation of a linear program, we set k < ⌊ 1 s ⌋ and try to obtain a better lower bound. We first give our new formulation with the cardinality constraint. We are given a tuple of item sizes (s 1 , . . . , s l ) with
We denote by a vector (t 1 , . . . , t l ) T a packing of a bin that consists of t i items of size s i for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Any packing has to satisfy the following constraints: (i) the capacity constraint Let m be the number of feasible packings, which is 17 for the example.
Fix an online algorithm ALG arbitrarily. Suppose that given the input sequence L l · · · L 1 , ALG creates n j bins with the j-th packing (i.e., (t 1,j , . . . , t l,j ) T ). Define p i as the index of the first column that has a non-zero entry in the i-th row of the matrix (t i,j ). Then it holds that for i ≥ 2 a packing before the p i -th is one that skips all of items of size s l , . . . , s i and begins packing from s i−1 , and that p 1 = 1. For the above example, p 1 = 1, p 2 = 2, and p 3 = 5. Thus, we can describe the total number of non-empty bins of
The total number of non-empty bins of an optimal offline algorithm OP T is bounded by a simple but nontrivial lemma. We will provide the proof in the full version.
As a matter of course, the whole set of bins created by
Note that as long as this equation holds, the packings for L l · · · L i (1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1) are consistent as well. For later formulation, we rewrite this as
The asymptotic competitive ratio R ALG is asymptotically lower-bounded by R such that
A sufficient condition for (10) with slack variables (
for some u i ≥ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ l). The derivation follows from (8) and
The problem of finding the minimum R that satisfies (9) and (11) is formulated as a mathematical program (P N ) with a 2l × (m + l + 1)-matrix A = (a i,j ) and vectors x, b, and c as below. Apparently, the optimal value of the following linear program (P) is a lower bound on the optimal value of (P N ). The next theorem provides a lower bound for each 4 ≤ k ≤ 45. The reason why we do not mention k ≥ 46 is simply because of space limitation. Note that as long as the computer power is available, one can calculate a lower bound for arbitrary k using our method. The proof is left to the full version.
Theorem 2. For each 4 ≤ k ≤ 45, any online algorithm for the online k-item bin packing problem has an asymptotic competitive ratio of at least the value in Table 2 .
One can see that the new lower bounds for some k, such as k = 5 or 13, are lower than that for smaller k. We believe, however, that the matching upper and lower bound increases with respect to k and approaches that for the problem without a cardinality constraint. The anomaly suggests a limit of our method for some values of k. It is an interesting open problem to construct a better scheme for a lower bound for arbitrary k.
